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Abstract. SeaHorn is a framework and tool for verification of safety
properties in C programs. The distinguishing feature of SeaHorn is
its modular design that separates how program semantics is represented
from the verification engine. This paper describes its verification approach as well as the instructions on how to install and use it.
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Verification Approach

SeaHorn is a framework and a tool for verification of safety properties for C
programs. It is parameterized by the semantic representation of the program
using Horn constraints and by the verification engine that leverages the latest
advances made in constraint solving and Abstract Interpretation. The design of
SeaHorn provides users with an extensible and customizable environment for
experimenting and implementing with new software verification techniques.
Consider the simple program on the left. Using SeaHorn we
int x = 1;
encode it using, for instance, classical Hoare Logic:
int y = 0;
(x = 1 ∧ y = 0) → I(x, y)
while (∗) {
0
(I(x, y) ∧ x = x + y ∧ y 0 = y + 1) → I(x0 , y 0 )
x = x + y;
y = y + 1;
(I(x, y) ∧ x < y) → f alse
}
These logic formulas corresponding to the rule for while loops
assert(x ≥ y);
are indeed a set of recursive Horn clauses. Thus, the problem
of proving whether the program is safe is reduced to checking
whether these Horn clauses are satisfiable. Fortunately, they can be solved by a
means of solvers (e.g., [5]), thus leveraging recent advances in Horn constraint
solving.
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Software Architecture

SeaHorn is implemented in C++ in the LLVM compiler infrastructure [6]. The
overall approach is illustrated in Figure 1.
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Fig. 1. Overview of SeaHorn architecture.

Preprocessing. To pre-process the competition benchmark, we utilize the frontend that was originally developed for UFO [1]. First, the input C program is preprocessed with CIL4 to insert line markings for counterexamples, define missing
functions, and initialize all local variables. Second, the result is translated into
LLVM Intermediate Representation (IR), called bitcode, using llvm-gcc. Next,
we perform compiler optimizations and preprocessing to simplify the verification
task. As a preprocessing step, we further initialize any uninitialized registers using non-deterministic functions. This is used to bridge the gap between the verification semantics (which assumes a non-deterministic assignment) and compiler
semantics, which tries to take advantage of the undefined behavior of uninitialized variables to perform code optimizations. We perform a number of program
simplifications such as function inlining, static single assignment (SSA) form,
dead code elimination, etc. Finally, we use a variant of Data Structure Analysis
(DSA), an alias analysis that infers disjoint heap regions used to identify each
memory access within a certain region.
Invariant Generation. Inductive invariants can be computed from the bytecode using a given abstract domain. SeaHorn uses the IKOS library [2] which
is a collection of abstract domains and fixpoint iteration algorithms. SeaHorn
runs in parallel with (using classical intervals) and without invariant generation.
Horn-Clause Encoding. Next, we translate bytecode to Horn constraints
which acts as a very suitable intermediate representation for verification. SeaHorn is parametric on the semantics used for encoding. Currently, SeaHorn
provides a Horn-clause style encoding based on small-step semantics [7] as well as
a more efficient large-block encoding [3]. For the competition, we always use the
large-block encoding. The level of precision of the encoding can be also tuned.
The options are: only registers (integer scalars), registers and pointer addresses
(without content), and all of the above plus memory content (using theory of
arrays). We use for the competition the latter which is the most precise level.
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http://www.cs.berkeley.edu/~necula/cil/

Horn-Clause Verification. SeaHorn is also parameterized by the solver. For
the competition, SeaHorn uses pdr engine implemented in Z3 [4]. For the
competition we improve pdr using invariants computed by IKOS. To motivate
this decision, let us come back to our example described above. pdr alone can
discover x ≥ y but it does not terminate, however, if populated with the inductive
invariant y ≥ 0, computed by IKOS, it proves it immediately.
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Strength and Weaknesses

SeaHorn uses linear arithmetic to reason about scalars and pointer addresses,
and theory of arrays for memory contents. However, SeaHorn provides little or
no support for reasoning about dynamic linked data structures, bit-level precision, or concurrency. Another weakness of SeaHorn is inherited from the UFO
front-end which relies on multiple tools: LLVM 2.6, LLVM 2.9, and CIL. The
main strength of SeaHorn lies on its parameterized nature allowing experimenting with different encodings to model new semantics aspects, abstractions
and verification algorithms.
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Tool Setup

SeaHorn is available for download from https://bitbucket.org/lememta/
seahorn/wiki/Home. SeaHorn is provided as a set of binaries and libraries for
Linux x86-64 architecture. The options for running the tool are:
./bin/seahorn-svcomp-par.py [-m64] [--cex=CEX] [--spec=SPEC] INPUT
where -m64 turns on 64-bit model, CEX is the destination directory for the
witness file, SPEC is the property file, and INPUT is a C file. If it terminates
the output of SeaHorn is “Result TRUE” when the program is safe, “Result
FALSE”, when a counterexample is found or “Result UNKNOWN”, otherwise.
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